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INTRODUCTION 

Multimedia technologies provide directmarketers with 
an incredib le d iversity of opportun ities for communica
tion to as weil as with customers in a more appealing 
manner than old-fashioned printed advertisements or 
mailings (Coviello, Milley, & Marcolin, 2003). Direct 
marketing is one of the most important application 
domainsofinnovativemultimediaproducts.An increas
ing share ofmarketing spending is invested in network 
activities, particularly WWW advertising and online 
shops. Online marketing activities have become so 
prominent that the 2000 Superbowl has been labeled 
the " Dot com Bowl" (Noe & Parker, 2005). 

Jn this article, we outline: 

• how companies improve their business by mul
timedia and networks, and 

• the challenges for direct marketing brought about 
by multimedia. 

The remainderofthe article is structured as follows: 
in the first section, we prnvide a definition of direct 
marketing, illustrate the opportunities opening up for 
marketers by the new technologies, and present a scheme 
oftasks in direct marketing. Additionally, we describe 
the features of directmarketing using multimedia in the 
fourdomainsofproduct, price, place, and promotion. In 
the subsequent section we address the possibilities for 
contemporary relationship marketing in the framework 
of content, commerce, and community. Thereafter, we 
discuss innovative direct marketing activities usingthe 
examples ofadvertising in personalized digital TVen
vironments and mobile telephony. The article concludes 
with a comparison of different direct marketing media 
and a synopsis of success factors. 

DIRECT MARKETING: 
DEFINITIONS AND TASKS 

According to the American Marketing Association 
(2006), the term direct marketing is defined by two 
perspectives ( cf. http://www.marketingpower.com): 

Retailing Perspective: "A form of non-store 
retailing in which customers are exposed to 
merchandise through an im personal medium and 
then purchase the merchandise by telephone or 
mail." 

• Channels ofDistribution Perspective: "The total 
of activities by which the seller, in effecting the 
exchange of goods and services with the buyer, 
directs efforts to a target audience using one or 
more media (direct selling, direct mail, telemar
keting, direct-action advertising, catalog selling, 
cable selling, etc.) for the purpose of soliciting a 
response by phone, mail, or personal visit from 
a prospect or customer." 

The former perspective highlights the nexus of 
direct marketing to multimedia, because multimedia, 
and particularly networks such as the Internet and the 
World Wide Web, is the modern surrogate of human 
salespeople praising products and services. However, 
multimedia and networks might be used to offer ad
ditional value to customers. The latter perspective em
phasizes the advantage provided by modern multimedia 
technologies: immediate buying without changing the 
medium. There are several terms for this, proposed in 
the literature, with respect to particular media such as 
"e-mail marketing,""lnternet marketing," and "mobile 
marketing" (via cellular phones, PDAs, etc.). Thanks 
to this advantage, direct marketing using multimedia 
technologies stands out from the crowd of market-

Copyright © 2009, IGI Global, distributing in print or electronic förms without written permission of IGI IGI Global is prohibited. 
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Table 1. Domains and tasks of accomplishing direct marketing with multimedia and networks 

Domain Task Value created for the customer Benefit for suppt ier 

Reputation as credible 
Product 1 nnovation Setter products and services competitor and maintaining 

long-term profits 

(Mass) Customi::.ation Individual needs are catered for Superior offers 

lnteractive services 
Feeling tobe an important element of Gain of information on cus-
market interchange tomers ' preferences 

Providing additional infor-
Additional information on usage as 
weil as quality assessment (e.g. , con- lmproved quality perception 

mation 
sumer reports) 

Price Adaptive pricing 
Buying with the confidence of a fair Avoiding overpricing as 
market price weil as underpricing 

Maintaining current price Impression of price movements in the Reputation as active pricing 
information course of time vendor 

Promotion 
Enabling a dialogue with Admitted to communicate his or her Gaining information on an 
and between the customers needs and wants individual level 

Achieving a share of voice Keeping informed about offers, innova-
Being recognized by the 

in modern communication tive products , and services 
buyers 

environments 

Cutting costs for shops , 

Place 
Maintaining convenient Reduced transaction costs , sav ing time , staff, and so forth; 
access 24/7 shopping 24/7 trade; overcoming geo-

graphical restrictions 

Maintaining online pay-
Aplomb seif perception 

Recognition of tru stworthi-
ment security ness 

Fostering and s upportin g 
I ncreased buyer loyalty ; 

Relations hip own products and services 
management 

the user or buyer com- Becoming part of a community 
might become part of buyers 

munity 
self-concepts 

Keeping up-to-date on 
Becoming a partner rather than a cus-

buyers ' opinions , actions , lnimitability 
and interests 

tomer 

ing techniques. Some authors propose to enrich the 
elements of the classical marketing with e-marketing 
components, but more detailed investigations suggest 
that the recent changes are more fundamental than 
just blending the marketing mix with an electronic 
mix (e.g., Kalyanam & Mclntyre, 2002; Verona & 
Prandelli, 2002). All marketing concepts mentioned 
previously have to cope with the tasks of conventional 
marketing, which are commonly broken down into 
the domains of product, price, place, and promotion. 
Table 1 depicts a scheme oftasks that direct marketers 
have to accomplish in order to tap the füll potential of 
multimedia and networks. 

ers are facing when adopting multimedia technologies 
to their marketing mix. 

Subsequently, thedomainsdepicted in Table 1 guide 
the discussion on opportunities and challenges market-

Product 

Multimedia technologies help develop the creation 
of innovative products and new service components 
into well-established products. For instance, online 
newspapers are a product innovation as weil as an ad
ditional element to the conventional newspaper offer 
(which should lead to higher customer loyalty in the 
future ). Therefore, multimedia technologies enhance a 
company's reputation asa crediblecompetitor, and thus 
help to maintain long-term profits. Developments in 
Web technology enable firms and marketers to satisfy 
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Figure 1. Product cuslomization using multimedia technology 
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individual needs ofthe customer and provide superior 
offers. Jnthe literature, this iscalled masscustomization. 
Anexample isdepicted inFigure 1, whereanautomotive 
vendor enables customers and salespeople to equip a 
new car according to individual preferences interac
tively. The vendor uses computer-aided manufacturing 
based on these personalized specifications. 

While the problem of information overload is in
tensified by the availability of a tremendous amount of 
product information, one-to-one marketing and other 
personal services should help the customer to identify 
products according to their interests. This calls for the 
provision of personalized product recommendations 
(Gaul & Schmidt-Thieme, 2002). 

Price 

One-to-one transactions of manufacturers and consum
ers over the Web provide the manufacturer with the 
opportunity to return to individual price settings (adap
tive pricing). Price differentiation can be defined as a 
strategy to seil the same productto different consumers 
at different prices. On the basis of the firm's estima
tion, prices are differentiated according to customer 's 
individual willingness to pay. Name-your-own-price 
is a price mechanism where the buyer, not the seller, 
determ ines the price by making a bid for a product or 
service. The seller can then either reject or accept the 
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bid. In the case ofrejection, the consumer is not allowed 
to bid again within a certain time span. A screenshot of 
the most prominent prov iderof such a price mechan ism, 
Priceline (www.priceline.com), is shown in Figure 2. 
At Priceline, potential buyers can bid for rental cars, 
hotel accommodation, holidays and flights , and so 
forth. Spann, Skiera, and Schäfers(2004)advisesellers 
to think carefully about the design of the name-your
own-price mechanism, because restricting consumers 
to a single bid is likely to reduce revenues. 

As a second mechanism, online auctions can be 
used as marketing instruments in order to communi
cate, advertise or seil products, or even to determine 
customers ' willingness topay. Both mechanismsenable 
suppliers to adjust prices very quickly and, thus, trans
mit price fluctuations to the customers. This advantage 
cancels out direct marketers ' obstacle of price rigidity, 
whereas, for example, printed catalogs are valid for a 
time period. 

Promotion 

The Internet is an advertising medium that is in competi
tion with traditional media, and one that may combine 
the advantages of various media with respect to the form 
of advertising. Advertising on the Web can be compared 
with advertising on television, which provides dynamic, 
short-term exposures with low information by using 
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Figure 2. Screenshot from www.priceline.com 
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video and audio formats , or it can be similar to static, 
re latively long-term exposures with high information, 
as in print media. lt is emerging as an adaptive, hybrid 
medium with respect to audience addressability, audi
ence control, and contractual :flexibility. The success 
of the Internet as a marketing channel depends on the 
advantages that the technology can offer concerning 
interactivity and customizability, thus diminishing 
information asymrnetry between buyers and sei lers. 
Well-established forms oflnternet advertising are ban
ners, rnicro sites, e-mail, newsletters, and viral mail , 
which provide a powerful and inexpensive means of 
organizing and distributing advertising messages. 

Place 

Unlike supermarkets, department stores, or even cata
logs, the Internet possesses several unique character
istics that have the potential to benefit consumers in 
several ways. One obvious advantage is thatthe Internet 
enables access independent of consumers ' local mar
kets, 24 hours aday, seven days a week. Medium-sized 
enterprises can compete with large ones by expanding 
their traditional distribution channels. Thanks to the 
lower searching costs, consumers can consider thou
sands of product alternatives and therefore may feel 
stressful with regard to the enormous possibilities of 
online shopping when they try to find the product that 
best fits their needs. 

RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT IN 
THE FRAMEWORK OF CONTENT, 
COMMERCE, AND COMMUNITY 

A popular wise express ion in the Internet industry 
is "Content is king," but with respect to the aim of 
marketing content by mean of offering text, artwork, 
animation, and music in multimediaenvironmentsdoes 
neither create profits nor a competitive advantage for 
the vendors. 

The community is made up by providing content 
on Webs ites, d iscussion groups, newsgroups, and even 
in chat rooms. C learly, the vendors take responsibi lity 
to provide the community with technical facilities to 
support virtual user groups, brand communities, and 
so forth. Both content and community are making up 
the vendors affiliation based on trust and social capital 
(Evans & Wurster, 1999). In these communities every 
person is a recipient and a sender. The Internet changes 
thewayofcomm unicating, working, learning, andeven 
of thinking. Stewart and Pav lou (2002) argue the level 
of interactivity to determ ine the quality of marketing 
communication. Moreover, the Internet enables a dia
logue with, as weil as between, the customers, which 
might be the most significant distinction from most 
traditional media. Thus, consumers become active 
participants of the direct marketing process. 

The most prominent example of commun ities' irn
pacton directmarketing in rnu lt imediaenvironments is 
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Table 2. Comparison of direct marketing techniques 

Direct Mail Telephone 

Reach All house- Most 
holds households 

Cost Medium High 

Time to organize Slowest- Slow-
materials, scripting, 
post briefing 

List availability Very good Good 

Response time Slow Quick 

Materials Any Voice only 

Personal ization Yes One-to-one 

Persuasive impact Medium High 

lnteractivity No Yes 

collaborativefiltering. lt identifies consumers' wishes 
by automating the process of "word-of-mouth," by 
which people recommend products or services to oth
ers (Herlocker, Konstan, Terveen, & Riedl, 2004). The 
basic mechanism behind collaborativefi/teringsystems 
is to register a multitude of consumer preferences, 
use a similarity metric to select a subgroup of people 
whose preferences are similar to those of the person 
seeking advice, calculate an average ofthe subgroup's 
preferences, and recommend options on which the ad
vice-seeker has so far expressed no personal opinion. 
Typically, collaborativefiltering is used to give recom
mendations of books, CDs, or movies in online stores. 
Virtual communities are a prom ising concept because 
community building contains the force of purchasing 
power concentration in relatively homogeneous target 
groups, enables comprehensive individual marketing, 
and establishes entrance barriers to other suppliers. 
The dynamic communication about products and 
services involves well-informed community members 
and allows for constant tracking of user preferences 
as weil as keeping up-to-date on buyer opinions, ac
tions, and interests. Additionally, virtual communities 
could enhance buyer loyalty, while the products and 
services become part ofbuyers' self-concepts. Verona 
and Prandelli (2002) argue the affiliation to foster the 
cognitive dimension of loyalty. 

The third component of the 3Cs, commerce, refers 
to all attempts to increase buyer loyalty, by Web-based 
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E-mail SMS Automated 
1 P-telephone 

1 nternet users Young and lnnovators 
middle-aged 

Very low Low Low 

Quick Quick Quick 

Limited Very Limited Excellent 

Quick Quiekest Quick 

Text , visuals , Text , visuals , Voice , video , 
animations animations animations 

Yes Yes Yes 

Low Low Medium 

Yes Yes Yes 

capabilities that help companies to organize and man
age customer relationships. The interaction with each 
customer is likely to become a series of linked inter
actions, so that with each interaction, offerings can 
more closely meet the customer's needs (Kalyanam 
& Mclntyre, 2002). 

Techn ical features of the offered products or serv ices, 
particularly incompatibilities, might be used to increase 
customer loyalty by creating a lock-in situation, which 
avoids customers chum on the Web. Since the lock-in 
mostly does not create a mutual benefit, this strategy 
should be carefully merged with affiliation to increase 
the customer loyalty. 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

Since the technology is still evolving heavily and di
rect marketers are usually among the first user groups 
adopting new technologies, the future developrnent 
can hardly be described by extrapolating previous 
developments. To provide an impression, we discuss 
two examples subsequently. 

Example 1: Personalized Advertising in 
Digital TV Environments 

With the expansion of digital TV and set-top boxes, 
several hundreds of alternative TV programs can be 
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watched by consumers. Due to the plural ity of informa
tion content, people are faced with information overload, 
which is comparable to thatofthe Internet. With regard 
to the abundance of digital content and by adopting 
a consumer-centric focus, businesses recognize the 
importance of applying personalization techniques 
over interactive television. This should, on the one 
hand, provide the flexibility for consumers to filter 
information on TV events according to their interests. 
On the other hand, advertising companies can tailor 
commercials and their respective interactive content 
to each individual viewer profile (Chorianopoulos & 
Spinellis, 2004). 

Example 2: Mobile Telephony as a Tool 
of Direct Marketing 

Today, the num ber of mobile telephones exceeds that of 
fixed telephones, and therefore mobile phones appear 
tobe the essential tool of comm unication for most con
sumers. Mobile phones, being in constant reach oftheir 
users and being available in many everyday situations, 
providecontinuous wireless connectivity, which shows 
promise for direct marketing. The advent of mobile 
phones, PDAs and other handheld devices in direct 
marketing has driven research toward the investigation 
of the influence that these new technologies have on 
the relationship with customers. In the literature, this is 

Table 3. Success factors of SMS marketing 

Success factor Description 

referred to as mobile marketing(Dickinger, Haghirian, 
Murphy, & Schart, 2004). A variety of services have 
been developed for mobile Internet applications, such 
as Webinformation search, SMS, MMS, banking, chat, 
or weather forecasts, which are used in m-commerce 
(Okazaki, 2005). 

In mobile marketing, SMS can be used in a push or 
pull mode of advertising and may be perceived as content 
or as ads, and this can blur the line between advertis
ing and service (Dickinger et al., 2004). Compared to 
otherdirectmarketing techniques, SMS possesses some 
unique advantages such as very quick response times 
and everywhere access. A short comparison of direct 
marketing techniques is given in Table 2. 

Schar], Dickinger, and Murphy (2005) investigate 
SMS marketing via content analysis of 500 global Web 
sites and qualitative interviews. They identify content, 
personalization, and consumer contro l as message 
success factors (see Table 3), and device technology, 
transmission process, product fit, and media cost as 
media success factors of SMS marketing. 

A relatively new idea to extend the capabilities of 
mobile marketing is to use built-in cameras ofconsumer 
mobile phones as sensors for two-dimensional visual 
codes. Camera-phones perform image processing tasks 
on the device itself and use the results as additional 
user input. The codes are attached to physical objects, 
printed documents, and virtua l objects displayed on 
electronic screens and provide object-related informa-

Exa mple / Explanation 

Content Funny, entertaining, eye-catching, and SMS might be more effec ti ve in com-
informative content municating prices or new services than 

physical products 

Personal ization lnclude consumer ' s habits , interests , Personal information such as leisure 
and preferences to target the ads activities , holidays, music , and media 

interests 

Consumer Control C ustumers give prior permission before Restrictions apply to un approved mes-
contact and can s top messages at any sages in many cou ntri es 
time 

Device Technology Design attractive messages by new tech- I--leterogeneous screen sizes and displays 
nologies (MMS , animations) hamper the implementation 

Transmission Process Text messages shou ld arrive a few min- For examp le, notifying travellers of 
utes after sending to guarantee context fl ight status via S MS 
dependency 

Product Fit SMS is particularly use ful for technical For example , announce events or sup-
goods and serv ices port of product launches 
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tion. Used as sensors for real-world objects, mobile 
phones can narrow the gap between the physical and 
the virtual world by enabling customers to collect data 
in everyday situations (Rohs, 2004). This application 
multiplies the opportunities for m-commerce as well 
as for m-advertising. 

CONCLUSION 

This article outlines the opportunities and the chal
lenges brought to direct marketers by new multimedia 
technologies. The innovativetechnologiesaffectall four 
domains ( 4P) of classical marketing mix management 
and enable the creation of mutual benefits. Moreover, 
the technological interactivity brings a new quality in 
the relationship management for direct marketers. The 
affiliation of the contents provided by the vendors to a 
particular community needs tobe fitted to the extent of 
lock-in features used to foster the customer retention. 
Using the examples of (1) personalized advertising in 
digital TV environments and (2) mobile telephony, we 
illustrate the future developments of direct marketing 
with multimedia techno logies. 

The article comprises a synoptic overview of the 
tasks, the benefits for the vendors, and the values to be 
created for the customers. Different direct marketing 
techniques using multimedia technologies are system
atized, and the key success factors of SMS marketing 
are summarized. 
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KEY TERMS 

Collaborative Filtering: A collective method of 
recommendation based on previously gathered informa
tion to guide people's choices of what to read, what to 
look at, what to watch, and what to listen to. 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM): 
The systematic collection and utilization of business 
data to manage interactions with customers by iden
tifying patterns and interests of customers as success 
factors in order to foster customer loyalty through 
individualized correspondence and tailored offers. 

Direct Marketing: A direct communication to a 
customer or business by one or more media that are 
designed for the purpose of soliciting a response in the 
form of an order, a request for further information, or 
a personal visit from a customer. 

Mass-Customization: Provides customized offers 
based on individual needs by the use of flexible com
puter-aided manufacturing systems in orderto combine 
low unit costs of mass production with the flexibility 
of individual customization. 

Mobile Marketing: Adding value to the custom
ers and enhancing revenue by distributing any kind of 
message or promotion on mobi Je devices. 

Price Differentiation: A pricing strategy to se il 
the same product to different consumers at different 
prices based on the customer's estimated economic 
value of an offering. 

SMS Marketing: Using short messages serv ices 
(SMS) to provide customers with time and location 
sensitive, personalized information to promote goods 
and services. 
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